
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

A revolutionary product that protects and enhances your
driving experience.

Glass Coat creates a hydrophobic (water-hating) barrier
on the glass.  It makes the windshield bead the water
into tight beads.  This improves visibility dramatically
when raining.  In fact, most people don’t have to use
their wipers during the rain because the water beads and
rushes off  the windshield.

By improving visibility it also reduces glare during night
time driving in the rain.  Making night time rain driving
safer for you and your family.

Glass Coat also has a secondary benefit.  Because it
attaches to the glass, it makes it stronger.  After applying
Glass Coat, the windshield becomes as much as 10 times
stronger against chipping and cracking.

Glass Coat is compatible with crash avoidance systems
and heads-up displays.  It will not harm their ability to 
perform as designed and should actually enhance the
heads-up display while driving in the rain. 

Glass Coat is environmentally friendly.  It contains no
solvents, VOC’s, HAP’s, Ozone depleting compounds,
etc.  It is biodegradable and non-toxic.  

Advantages:

Improves visibility
Reduces glare
Strengthens glass against chipping
Makes ice removal easier
Compatible with crash avoidance systems
Compatible with heads-up display systems
Biodegradable, non-toxic formula

Part Numbers:

Gallon  #16-714
5 gallon tighthead  # 16-715
55 gallon plastic drum  # 16-718

Directions:  
1. Wash entire vehicle with a good quality car wash 

shampoo to remove grease and grime from the
windshield.

2. Clean windshield usng the Glass Coat pre-treatment
to remove any and all remaining residue from glass.

3. Apply Glass Coat liberally to the entire windshield.
Temperature should be between 50 - 90 F

4. Allow Glass Coat to dry to a haze.
About 1 - 2 minutes

5. Buff  windhsield using a soft, clean, micro-fiber towel.
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